Chinese C u l t u r e in
Western Eyes
A Personal History
This essay gives some of my views of Chinese culture. Some
biographical material may be useful to let the reader have a sense of how
and why I became interested in Chinese culture. There is, I am afraid,
no fascinating story of how I was attracted to the mysterious Orient
by meeting a beautiful Chinese girl and falling in love, nor is there a
tale of my ancestors having been missionaries in China. The source
of my interest in China was purely academic and intellectual.
While at university, I did a course in East Asian History: China and
Japan, from the beginning to modern times — superficial but absorbing. I found the professor congenial. At that time, China was a
mystery. It was 1967 and the Cultural Revolution was at its height.
Americans were forbidden to travel there both by their own government and the Chinese authorities. No one knew what was going on.
My professor told me that if wanted to pursue the study of Chinese
history at the post-graduate level, I would have to begin the study of
the Chinese language. This I did in the summer of 1969 in a ten-week
intensive course.
The language and its thousands and thousands of characters are to
the foreign observer the most fascinating and forbidding aspect of
Chinese culture. My own introduction to it was not an entirely
pleasant experience. This was in part a result of clashing personalities
among the twenty students enrolled in the course; it was also a
result of the frustrations and difficulties my classmates and I encountered. The first was tones. To a Chinese ma 麻 and irfa.^ are quite
distinct,to a foreigner they sound maddeningly alike. The matter
of tones is- something that few foreign learners of Chinese ever completely master. The second major difficulty was learning characters.
In the first year or two of study one learns, forgets, relearns and
forgets again hundreds of Chinese characters. I am assured that
Chinese children find the initial study of characters very difficult,
but surely the difficulty increases with age. An argument rages in
Hong Kong and elsewhere about the right age for a student to begin
the study of a second language; whatever may be the optimum age.
I can assure you that twenty-one is rather too late.
I proceeded to further study of Chinese history and language at
Cornell University. >1 lived in Taiwan for a year in the mid 1970s
and since 1977 have been living and working in Hong Kong. I have
been involved academically with China and its culture for over twenty
years and have lived in Chinese communities for over ten.
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What Makes China Different ？
My interest in Chinese culture has not lessened over the years,
though I suppose my perspective has become less idealized and less
abstract. To put it another way, I still very much like Wang Wei's
王維 poem 九月九曰憶山東兄弟
for its simple and universal sentiments, and I admire the clarity with which Mencius 孟子 formulated
moral issues over two thousand years ago, but I have also been forced
to confront the negative aspects of Chinese culture as noted in Liang
Qichao's 梁啓超essay "Why Chinese Have No Public Virtue"中國人爲
甚麼沒有公德 and the I'The Ugly Chinese" 魂陋•的中國人by Bo
Yang 柏楊
although I feel the second author's positions are a bit
extreme.
Please be aware that my observations are not original. Westerners
have been observing China for a long time and I make no claim to
any new insights.
I might also add here that most Western Sinologists are fond of
China and its culture. This is in contrast with those academics who
specialize in the Soviet Union; they commonly hate it. This disparity
also exists among journalists. When reporters are expelled from China
they usually protest, those expelled from the U.S.S.R. often rejoice
at their deliverance.
,
The first thing that must impress any observer about Chinese
culture is its longevity. The dates for the foundation of Chinese
culture are constantly being pushed back by archaeological discoveries.
Very recently new oracle bones 甲骨文-were unearthed which show
the Chinese were using characters a very, very long time ago.
Along side this is its continuity and coherence. Western civilization, which has roots that go back to before the Greeks, can lay equal
claims to longevity. What it cannot match is the continuity of Chinese
culture. Again the language comes to mind. The modern Western
scholar, while veiV mindful of the importance of Sophocles to drama
and that of Plato to philosophy cannot read them in the original
unless he has studied ancient Greek. Confucius and LiPai 李白 are
accessible to the educated Chinese. There is more to it than language,
however. There is a sense among Chinese of an historical continuity,
which, while not absent in the West, is certainly weaken. I doubt
very much whether Ronald Reagan even wonders what Thomas
Jefferson would have thought or done in a certain situation, whereas
it is quite common for Chinese leaders to recall or refer to events
of former days. (e.g. the Three Kingdoms 三國）
Another dimension of Chinese culture is its volume. There are
likely more poems, essays and histories written in Chinese than in
any other language. Styles and forms do vary from period to period,
but the sheer volume of past works militates against too much change.
This is the 'weight' of tradition which can provide a valuable stability
but can also be an impediment to necessary changes and reforms.
Until modern times, it was a far richer culture than Europe's. The
testimony of Marco Polo and the Song 宋painting Qing Ming Festival
on the Yellow River 清明上河 are both evidence of a culture far more
developed than anything medieval Europe had to offer.

The Roots of Sinophilia

Defensive Attitudes

The fact that China has for so long been a political entity as well as
a cultural entity has fascinated Western observers. Since the fall of
the Roman Empire there have been attempts to unite Europe — the
current one is the European Economic Community. All have been
short-lived and not a few of them (Hitler's and Napoleon's) are
recalled more for their brutality than their attempts at unification.
China of course has had its periods of disunity, but the adage "When
the empire has long been divided it will re-unite, when long united
it will divide.天下夂分.；^:合’夂合必分 has certainly been proven over
time. Many Western historians have stated that it is not surprising
that decentralization has occurred in China from time to time, given
its vastness, regional differences and poor communications; what is
amazing is that the country has always pulled itself .together again.
Indeed we are now in the final stages of the latest reunification.

There do exist aspects of Chinese culture which are not so attractive
to the Western eye. The lack of a well developed, independent legal
system immediately comes to mind, and is a concern to us in Hong
Kong. However, rather than dwell on what I consider to be negative
aspects of Chinese, I would like to comment on the attitude that
some Chinese have towards their culture.

Many scholars, both Chinese and Western, cite the common written
language as the reason for this cohesion. True enough, but I think we
have to dig a little deeper to understand this fully. The written language held the country together only because so many Chinese could
read it. Statistics are not available, but it is believed that literacy
rates in China were always very high for a "premodern" country.
Again there is a sharp contrast with the West. Many medieval kings
in Europe were barely literate. (Why bother to learn to read and
write? You could always hire somebody to do it for you.) George
Washington was barely educated at all. Even today, when most
Westerners are educated after a fachion, there is still a strong antiintellectual current, especially in the United States.
This brings me to the final aspect of Chinese culture which Western
scholars have found so endearing. Namely, the traditional Chinese
respect for education and learning. Indeed, I believe this to be the
main reason for Western scholars' affection for the country and its
culture. In the West, professors certainly have their function and
are afforded recognition, but often feel isolated from society in their
"Ivory Towers". In China intellectuals have always been in the thick
of things. They are taken seriously. (This prominence, of course,
is not always to their advantage, and can be downright dangerous).
The Confucian ranking of scholar, peasant, artisan and merchant
四民：士農工商 has often appeared the ideal to Western scholars
who feel undervalued by their own society.
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For thousands of years it seemed to Chinese that their culture
was entirely "home grown". What outside elements did slip in (e.g.
Buddhism) were thoroughly Sinicized. By the end of the nineteenth
century Chinese were forced to absorb or adapt a number of Western
institutions, however.
The unpleasant nature of this introuctetion to the West naturally
has caused many Chinese to be defensive towards or over-protective
of their culture. Let me cite a ludicrous example. Recently McDonalds
was allowed to open up in Taiwan. Some people there protested,
saying that it was a threat to traditional Chinese cuisine. To anyone
who has tasted both McDonalds' products and Chinese food, this
is an utterly ridiculous assertion. Perhaps the protesters were fast-food
shop proprietors in Taipei, I don't know.
In China itself there is a more serious phenomenon of campaigns
against spiritual pollution and imported Western decadence. 1 do not
lack all sympathy with the motives behind these movements, for
there are surely features of Western society — drug addiction, a
frighteningly high rate of violent crime in some areas — that China
would do well to avoid. However rigid attempts to define, protect
and preserve what is Chinese and therefore 'good' could, I fear,
result in the stultification and decline of Chinese culture. A 'museum
culture', perfectly preserved, is a dead culture.
This would be both a pity and an irony. A pity because Chinese
culture should grow and flourish on the splendid foundation it has
built up over the centuries. An irony because a notgble feature of
Chinese culture has been its diversity and tolerance — particularly
in matters of individual belief. It is a feature which I hope wilt endure.
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